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REGIONAL HAZARD WORKFLOW
Application Framework and Flexible Workflows
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We use our Application Framework (AF) to assemble a hazard-agnostic
regional workflow and streamline regional risk assessment. State-ofthe-art software is available for each task allowing researchers to tailor
the assessments to their needs. New software can be added simply by
preparing pre- and post- processors that embed it in the AF. These
workflows can run at DesignSafe-CI and use HPC resources at TACC.
describe the region
specify characteristics of buildings and infrastructure in the region

describe the hazard
specify the regional distribution of ground shaking, wind, or water

for each random region-hazard sample:
propagate uncertain characteristics of the regional assets and the hazard

for each asset in the region:
describe the asset
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Research Tools

create stochastic models for response, damage, and loss estimation

describe the event at the site
specify hazard-consistent loads for response estimation

for each random asset-event sample:
propagate uncertainties in asset models and event description

estimate asset response to the event
describe the response with engineering demand parameters

estimate asset damage and its consequences
prepare a stochastic description of damage and loss for the asset

describe regional damage and direct losses
aggregate damages and losses in the region considering dependencies

estimate indirect regional consequences
describe regional consequences of infrastructure- and social disruption

simulate regional recovery
estimate the temporal and spatial variation in the recovery of communities
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